
A Geodatabase is comprised of :

 Feature classes - a collection of features that share the same geometry type (point, line,
or polygon) and a spatial reference

 Feature datasets - a collection of features classes, all of which have the same spatial
reference

 Nonspatial tables of attributes data that can be associated with feature classes.

A feature dataset contains feature classes that share the same coordinate system and fall
within a common geographic extent. In addition, they primarily store feature classes that have
"topological relationships"

The nonspatial tables contain ONLY attribute data and are "standalone" tables. This means
they CAN be associated with features, but are not required to be. Often they serve a dictionary
function or (for those database people out there) "one-to-many" relate tables.



Raster data is "managed" with Geodatabases, but not topologically related. Again, remember
how the concept of encoded spatial relationships is realized in the Raster Data Model



The Raster Catalog is the primary tool of the Geodatabase for management of Raster Data.

Building a personal geodatabase

The personal geodatabase is created in ArcCatalog.

 Navigate to the desired folder in the directory tree
 Right-click on the folder and choose NEW > Personal geodatabse
 Change the default name to something meaningful to your work.

Feature datasets and Feature classes are created inside the geodatabase

 Double-click on the geodatabase to navigate inside.
 Right-click and choose NEW > Feature Dataset or Feature Class

Remember that Feature datasets hold feature classes which share the same spatial reference.
This means that when you added a feature dataset to ArcMap ALL of the feature classes it
hold will be added.



 Provide a name for the feature class (click next)
 accept the default configuration (click next)
 In the spaces under OBJECTID and SHAPE enter each of the fields you'd like to store,

set the data type and properties (domains are ranges or list of valid values - created
with a right-click on the database and choose properties

 Click Finish












